“ 97% of our vessels’ satellite
capacity is used for welfare
purposes, it is important that the
crews have the best and most
reliable access to the Internet”
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SHIPPING GIANT WILH. WILHELMSEN
WANTS TO PRIORITISE CREW WELFARE

Höegh LNG:

Dualog met our requirements
FOUND A SOLUTION: Terje Gumø and
Höegh LNG have chosen Dualog Connection
Suite as their Internet solution.

“Dualog met all the requirements we made on the
functionality of our future Internet solution.”

S
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o says Terje Gumø, Vice
President of IT at natural gas
shipping company Höegh LNG,
regarding their choice of Dualog
Connection Suite as the Internet access solution for their entire fleet.

We gain control and are able, for
instance, to apply usage limits,” Mr
Gumø explains. “We had unrestricted use of the Internet on board. With
streaming as a ‘broadband thief’ congestion was a problem.”

Usage control
“The services offered with
Connection Suite help us to better
utilise our on board satellite capacity.

An important welfare advantage
At the same time Gumø stresses
that, from the company’s perspective, crew access to constant reliable

Internet services is a significant welfare advantage. “This is now available
to our crew. However, we need to apply some constraints in order to avoid
excess consumption – a matter we
can now directly control ourselves using Dualog Connection Suite.”
Long-standing traditions
Höegh LNG, a company with

long-standing traditions and historical roots dating back to 1927, has its
headquarters in Norway. The company operates a fleet of 8 natural gas
carriers as well as liquid natural gas
terminals and has a commissioned
building programme which includes
several future contracts. Among
Höegh’s clients are Statoil, Total, Gas
Natural, and Gdf Suez.

Two decades of
global growth
This is how Dualog CEO Morten LindOlsen summed up the company’s
20 year anniversary. The event was
marked in Nice, France, and all
the company’s employees from
Singapore to Europe were present.

“Our progress continues, thanks to
a tremendous staff of professionals,”
Lind-Olsen said in his anniversary
speech at the banquet.
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ANNIVERSARY: Dualog employees from both Asia and Europe
celebrated themselves in Nice. PHOTO: REBECCA MARSHALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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“ We are the luckiest
seamen around”
When asked about the importance of Internet on board, crew members of MV Tirranna
(owned and managed by global operator Wilh. Wilhelmsen) were unanimous in their
response: “We’re the luckiest seafarers around” PAGES 2–3

Höegh LNG chose Dualog
Höegh LNG had no doubts:
Dualog Connection Suite met our requirements
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PERSPECTIVE

“ Reliable Internet access

for everyone”

FACEBOOK: Rodel Lalis appreciates the ability to contact and stay
in touch with his family.

Story & photos by Billy Jacobsen
Southampton - Dualog PRESS

GOOD SOLUTION: According
to Radio Officers John Oliveira
(right) and Trevas Fernandes
Dualog provides the solution required to provide fully
functional Internet access for
everyone on board.

“Contact with our families
makes life easier”
Rodel Lalis

“We’re the luckiest seamen around,” says Guban B.
Getavado (Cook on board MV Tirranna) in response to our
question regarding the quality of Internet access on board.

O

ptimisation, management
and control of Internet
usage was a primary consideration when Wilh. Wilhelmsen chose
Dualog Connection Suite for their
VSAT equipped ships. According to
Mr Getavado the result is much improved Internet access for everyone
on board. Previously, connections
were slow and downloading files was
difficult for extended periods.
Facebook most popular
“We are blocked from downloading
movies, but we need to accept some
restrictions so that everyone can benefit from the bandwidth as much as
possible,” says Mr Getavado, and is
seconded by seaman Rodel Lalis.

“Apart from that, we can use the
Internet more or less as much as we
like.”
Mr Getavado and Mr Lalis have both
families at home in the Philippines.
Facebook is, without doubt, the most
important website for them – if not
the crew as a whole.
Cure for stress
“When you’re away from home for
4, 6 or even 9 months it’s a long time
for anybody. It’s good to have access
to the Internet and not all sailors
are as lucky as we are. Contact with
your family is a good cure for stress
– it makes life away from loved ones
much easier” Mr Getavado added.

From basic research
to global trademark
THIS YEAR IT IS 20 YEARS since Dualog first saw the light of day.
It all began with a large-scale research project carried out by highly qualified professionals from the Arctic university town of Tromsø. The driving
force was an increasing need for electronic communications at sea.
It was obvious from the very first day that Dualog was an innovative force
with global potential. For this reason we have always given priority to the
closest possible proximity to global markets and industry.
Always curious to learn more about customer needs, always first with new
technologies, always there when the customer needs us.
Today, Dualog is a trademark and a synonym for quality and excellent service – represented by forward-looking products and a dedicated staff who
serve 2500 vessels from the world’s foremost shipping companies.
I am proud to have such impressive customers and members of staff as we
now set out to map the road to further growth.
Thank you for being with us, I look forward to what the future will bring.

Simple and efficient

T

his is one example of a simple
and efficient way to save bandwidth as described by Radio
Officers John Oliveira and Trevas
Fernandes on board MV Tirranna.

consumed. I think everyone sees the
advantages of having one or two restrictions so that the Internet works
reliably for the whole crew at any given time” says Mr Oliveira.

Everyone sees the advantages
“No matter how much bandwidth is
available on board it will always be

“Anyway,”he adds,“we have a very extensive and varied collection of films
on board!”

p NEWS FROM HOME:
Radio Officer John Oliveira mostly accesses Facebook,
web-mail, and online newspapers – website www.
timesofindia.com is his favourite site when it comes
to reading news from his home country.
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”The computers, iPads, and smart-phones were always
on and were consuming bandwidth even when we were
sleeping. Dualog Connection Suite now logs them off
automatically.”
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